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Honors Thesis Abstract

In number theory a very famous sequence of numbers is the Fibonacci sequence.
the form 1, 1,2,3,5,8

It has

..., where each subsequent number in the sequence is formed by adding

together the two previous numbers.

The Fibonacci sequence has many interesting

properties

and connections

with art forms, nature and elsewhere and can be found through the Golden

Ratio, otherwise

known as Phi, or <D.

Topics include identities of the sequence, which lead to a discussion on the Bilinear
Index Reduction Formula, the Golden Ratio and its applications,

the logarithmic

spiral and the

Golden Rectangle. This is a study of applications of the Fibonacci sequence, as we" as the
recursive formula of the sequence itself. It results in a greater knowledge of the sequence and
an understanding

of how a mathematical

sequence is incorporated

appear in nature and it gives the reader an understanding
layers of complexity

inherent in a numerical sequence.

in real life, how the numbers

and appreciation

of the multiple
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Fibonacci, also known as Leonardo Pisano, was an Italian mathematician
is often called the greatest European mathematician

in the 12th century. He

of the middle ages. Fibonacci was born in Italy

around 1170 AD; however, he grew up in Northern Africa, with an education under the Moors. His
father was a travelling merchant, and Fibonacci often accompanied

him on his trips. It was on these trips

that he realized the simplicity of the Hindu-Arabic numeral system. At that time, the Roman numeral
system was used in Europe. This system made it very tedious to write large numbers. For example, the
number 428 is easy to write in the Arabic numeral system, but writing it in Roman numerals (CDXXVIII) is
not as easy. (O'Connor online).

When Fibonacci returned to Europe around 1200, he began publishing mathematical

papers and

books. One of the books he published was called Liber Abaci (Book of Calculation). Fibonacci split the
book into three sections. The first section discussed much of what he learned from the Arab world while
studying under the Moors. It went into the Hindu-Arabic numeral system as well as the Hindu-Arabic
place-value decimal system. The introduction

of this system to Europe was monumental.

book led to the study of linear equations and many other mathematical

Fibonacci's

topics, as the Hindu-Arabic

numeral system made calculations much simpler. The second portion of the book contained a collection
of problems aimed at merchants. They were problems about prices of goods, calculating profit, and
problems that helped calculate changes in currency. Finally, the last portion of the book introduced
sequence of numbers which carries his name. (Posamentier 32-33).

(fA certain man put a pair of rabbits in a place surrounded

on all sides by a wall.

How many pairs of rabbits can be produced from that pair in a year if it is supposed that
every month each pair begets a new pair from which the second month on becomes
productive ?/1

the
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In the first month, there is one pair of rabbits. During the second month, that first pair produces
another pair. In the third month the first pair produces another pair, but the second pair of rabbits does
not reproduce (we know this from the way the problem is worded). Continuing on in this fashion with
the sequence leads to the Fibonacci numbers.

1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,33,54,87,

By definition,

...

each number in this sequence is the sum of the two numbers before it. Written as

an equation:

fn = fn-l

+ fn-2

This is not the only formula which uses the Fibonacci sequence. There are many formulas which
can be used within the sequence to get a result which is also in the sequence. These are known as
identities of the Fibonacci sequence. All of these formulas are for integers
term of the sequence. For example, if we let n

= 3, n refers

n, where n represents the

nth

to the third number in the sequence, which

is 2. One of these identities follows the rule such that the square of any number in the sequence differs
from the multiple of the number before and the number after by one. In other words,

fn+1fn-l

-

r; = (_1)n

We can let n = 5. Then our formula becomes f(5)+1f(5)-1 - fl

= (-1)5. When we simplify we

get (8)(3) - (52) = (_1)5, which gives us -1 = -1. This formula says that the square of any number
in the sequence differs from the multiple of the numbers before and after it by one. This relationship
holds true for any number in the sequence. (Johnson 3).

Another relationship
number is then multiplied
the original number.

one can use is to take a number in the sequence and double it. That

by the number before it, and the result is the number two spaces ahead of
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(fn

14

* 2) + in-l = in+2

Let's take the number 21 (which is the eighth number in the sequence), and multiply it by 2 to
get 42. When we add 42 to the number before 21 in the sequence, which is 13, we get 55. 55 is the
tenth number in the sequence, which is two spaces above the number 21.

The next few identities were discovered by Francois Edouard Anatole Lucas in 1876. They all are
valid for every positive integer

n. We'll write the identity and then give an example of each one.

(Krzywkowski 870).

1.

i2n+1

If we let n

= 3, 2n + 1 represents

= in 2 + in+1 2

the seventh term in the sequence, which is 13. The square of

the third term is 4, and the square of the fourth term is 9. Adding these two numbers gives us 13, which
is i2n+l· As a side note, it's interesting that thirteen

is the seventh term in the sequence since thirteen

considered to be an unlucky number, while seven is considered to be a lucky number.

2.

For this example, we'll let n
becomes F8

= CFS)2 -

= 4. Then

2n

CF3)2, which gives us 21

= 8, n + 1 = 5, and n -

= 25

- 4

1

= 3. Then this

identity

= 21.

3.

This identity uses summation
1

+1+2+3
4.

= 7. The other

notation. Let

n

= 4, so L~l

side of the equation gives us F4+2 -1

Fl

+ F2 + F3 + F4.

= F6

-1

This gives us

= 8 -1 = 7.

is
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Now let's set

n

= 3. Then we

side of the equation gives FZ(3)+1

have

- 1

Ll=l Fz + F4 + F6,

= F7 -

1

which gives us 1

+3+8=

15

12. The other

= 13 - 1 = 12.

5.

Set n

= 4. Then I{=l F1 + F3 + Fs + F7. This gives us 1 + 2 + 5 + 13 = 21. When

identity from the other side,

FZ(4)=

F8

= 21. (Krzywkowski

we work the

870-874).

These identities are just a few of the various formulas which can be derived from the Fibonaci
sequence. However, a commonality
the Bilinear Index-Reduction

Fibonacci numbers, where

a+b

Formula. This formula uses matrix formation

(fi:1

= c + d. Then we can write

matrix formation

between all of them is in fact a formula itself. This formula is called

£:J

in order to work with the

= Qk for all positive n greater than zero. Now assume

this using Q as Qa+b

= Qc+d

=> QaQb

= QCQd.

When we put this in

and simplify, we get:

This can be rearranged to form:

This leads to the formula,

This formula can be used to find the identities of the Fibonacci sequence. Each identity is either
a particular case or a generalization
introduced

of the Index Reduction Formula. We can use the first identity we

as an example. This identity says fn+1fn-1

-

M = (-l)n.

In order to pull this identity from
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the Index Reduction Formula (IRF), we can let

11 = 1-1 =

1 and

10 =

a

I, c

= d = r = n given

that

O. Plugging these values into the IRFgives:

In+1ln-1 - l.:f

In+tfn-1

Therefore,

= n + I, b = n -

16

by a choosing the correct

= (-I)n(1 * 1- l.:f

0 * 0)

= (_1)n

a, b, c, d and r, the Index Reduction Formula can be used in

order to find any identity of the Fibonacci Sequence. (Johnson 5-6).

While it is easy to calculate a number in the sequence given the two numbers before it, how can
one calculate a number without the use of the previous two numbers? For example, is it possible to
calculate the

ioo" term

in the sequence without writing the 99 numbers which come before it? In fact,

it is possible to do so, using Binet's Formula. In order to derive this formula, we start with the standard
form for generating functions.

n

G(x)

=

+ ... =

ao + a1x + a3x2

L

akxk

k=o
Applying this general case to Fibonacci numbers gives us G(x)

= L~=o

Fkxk, where Fk is the

term in the sequence. If we use the recurrence relation for the sequence, this formula becomes

n

G(x)

= Fo + F1x +

L

(Fk-1

+ Fk_2)Xk

k=2
n

=X +

L
k=2

n

Fk_1xk

+

L
k=2

Fk_2xk

kth
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n

= x

+x

L

n

FkXk

L

+ X2

k=O

= x

+ xG(X) + x2G(X)

We can rearrange this expression to get G(x) = _x-2•

l-x-x

fractions. By using 1 - x - x2 = (1 - aX)(l

Now we let

M

(1- aX)(l - {3x)

a = 1+ {5 = cp and {3 =
2

equation by (1 - aX)(l

This can then be split into partial

- {3x), we get

x
G(x) =

FkXk

k=O

{5

12

= -cp.

=

M

1- ax

+-1- Bx

When we multiply both sides of the previous

- {3x), we're left with

x = M(l-

Solving for M and N gives M

+ N(l-

ax)

= .Js and N = - .Js. For ax, {3x < 1, G(x)

G(x)=-{S

Since Fn is the coefficient of

{3x)

x",

1(

1
_1_)
1-ax-1-{3x

in G(x), we can compute

(1+..J5)n - (1-

2n{S

{S)n

becomes

17
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This formula is known as Binet's Formula. By using this formula we can calculate the loath term
in the sequence by setting

= 100.

n

354224848179261915075.

(Montague

Part of the methodology
ratio has an interesting

So the

roo" term

in the Fibonacci sequence is

online)

behind finding Binet's Formula is using what is known as phi, or

¢. This

place in the Fibonacci sequence. As we move forward in the sequence, the ratio

of any two consecutive numbers gets closer and closer to a certain number, namely phi (¢). This

constant can be written

as v's+1 which equals 1.61803399

... Let's take a few examples:

2

8 -:- 5

= 1.6;

55 -:- 34

= 1.6176;

610 -:- 377

= 1.618

All of these ratios are getting closer to the true value of phi. It must be noted that phi is an
irrational

number, one which never repeats itself and never stops. Since the Fibonacci sequence also

approaches infinity, the sequence comes very close to the value of phi, but will never actually reach the
entire value. However, for our purposes we can say that the sequence goes to phi.

Phi is known more often as the golden ratio, and it has many interesting
the only number where

properties itself. It is

¢ - ~ = 1 holds. It can also be represented as an infinite fraction,

1

¢ = 1 + ------_
1+

1
1+

1
1+

1

1+-1+-

and an infinite square root,

1
...
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Another connection

to the Fibonacci numbers can be drawn by finding the powers of

19

¢.

..f5 + 3 ..f5 + 1
2

2

+1=</>+1

</>3= </>* </>2= </>C</>
+ 1) = </>2+ </>= C</>+ 1) + </>= 2</>+ 1

If we continued to take the powers of phi, we would get results that looked like this:

Looking at the coefficients of the powers, we can see that they form the Fibonacci Sequence.
(Posamentier

112-115).

The golden ratio leads us to what is referred to as the golden rectangle. The golden rectangle is
constructed

such that the proportions

of the lengths of its sides are in the golden ratio. This rectangle

has been shown by psychologists to be the most aesthetically
often incorporated

into art and architecture,

The entire structure, when incorporating

pleasing to the human eye. As such, it is

such as Da Vinci's Mona Lisa and the Parthenon in Greece.

the damaged roof, is enclosed in a golden rectangle. In

addition, there are several smaller golden rectangles within the structure (Obara online).

Q u res
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Figure 1

The golden rectangle has also been used in sculptures such as the Porch of Maidens in Greece. The
rectangles appear around the statues, as well as in the space between each statue. ("Greek" online).

Figure 2
While the Greeks used the golden rectangle often, they were not the only culture to do so.
Looking at the Taj Mahal, we can see golden rectangle incorporated

in the structure of the building as

well. Cultures all around the world have used this ratio and rectangle for centuries. In fact, even modern
day credit cards fit within the proportions

of the golden rectangle.

Qureshi
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Figure 3
Leonardo Oa Vinci was one artist who used the golden rectangle and the golden ratio
extensively, because he believed that the golden ratio was a divine proportion.

As such, he incorporated

the golden ratio into many of his art pieces. The Mona Lisa has many different

rectangles, and each one

fit the proportions

of a golden rectangle. Oa Vinci also included golden rectangles in "The Vitruvian

Man", and many others. The following

pictures show the artwork of Oa Vinci, and how he incorporated

the golden rectangle in them.

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

With the golden rectangle and golden ratio considered to be the most aesthetically

pleasing, it

was only a matter of time before it began to be applied to the human body. There are many proportions

Q u res
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within the human body which correspond to the golden ratio.
These include the length from the top of the head to the
shoulders compared to the top of the head to the navel, the
length of the elbow the fingertips compared to the length of the
wrist to the fingertips, among others. In addition, the length of
the top of the head to the fingertips compared to a person's total

Figure 7
each section of the finger is proportional

height also forms the golden ratio. Within the hand, the ratio of
by the golden ratio to the next section. All of these are just a

few examples of the ways that Fibonacci numbers are incorporated
the most interesting

in the human body. However, one of

is within the face.

Using the golden ratio, people have come up with a mask for the "perfect face". The mask has
one form for males and one for females, and can be used to determine whether or not one's face fits
within the proportions

of the golden ratio. Every piece of the mask is in perfect proportion

to the golden

ratio. For example, the length from the tip of the nose to the chin compared to the /ips to the chin form
the golden ratio. The masks incorporate

this proportion

and more to determine

of a face perfectly fit with the golden ratio. In the following
the female mask is on the left.

Figure 8

the mathematical

model

picture, the male mask is on the right, and

Qureshi

Now, we can go into the construction
construction

leads to a logarithmic

of a golden rectangle. We will eventually see how this

spiral. First, begin with a square ABEF. Locate the midpoint of one

side, such as AF, and call it M. Now make a circular arc starting at E, and continuing
intersects

AF.

113

We'll call this point D. Then construct a perpendicular

line from AD at

until the arc

o to BE to find

point C. Connecting these points will give us a new rectangle ABCD, which is a golden rectangle.
(Posamentier

154).
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Within the golden rectangle ABCD, there is another rectangle EGDF. We can construct another
square within this rectangle, creating a square and a rectangle. If we repeat this process continuously,
we get a figure that looks like this.

BEG

.---------------~---------.
•

K

IV

P

T

J

S.-.R

t-

A-

F

M

Figure 10
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While this figure contains only a finite number of rectangles, it's important
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to remember that an

infinite number of rectangles can be formed. Now we can create circular arcs from points on the
squares. For example, the first arc goes from A to E with F as the midpoint of the circle. The next arc
goes from E to

J

with N as the midpoint.

If we continue this process, we are left with a logarithmic

spiral, in this case the spiral is also called the golden spiral. (Posamentier
B

E

---..,

154-156).
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Figure 11
Logarithmic spirals can be found in many different

forms of nature. The best example of this is in

the Nautilus Shell. We can take this shell and trace the spiral from the shell onto a graph, placing it so
that the first time it crosses the x-axis is at one. By calculating the other intersections

along the x-axis,

we discover that the spiral crosses the x-axis in direct relation to the Fibonacci sequence. However,
while the shell does relate to the Fibonacci numbers in this way, it does not represent a golden spiral. If
we take a golden spiral and superimpose

it onto the graph with our nautilus shell spiral, we can see that

the two spirals do not match up. To be exact, a golden spiral grows at a rate of .618, or 1/ ¢. In the case
of the nautilus shell, the spiral grows at a rate of approximately

1.33. (Fatla online).
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Golden Spiral ~
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Nautilus shell spiral

Figure 12

The golden ratio and the Fibonacci sequence appear in so many forms of nature, it is difficult to
go through all of them. In fact, Fibonacci numbers appear in about 92% of all plants. One such plant is
the Sneezewort. Each new branch from this plant takes two months to strengthen

and sprout a new

branch. This pattern is very similar to the rabbit problem with which Fibonacci introduced the Fibonacci
numbers. In addition, the number of leaves at each stage is a Fibonacci number. (Ayton 20)

13

8
5
2

1

1

1

Leaves

Branches
Figure 13

One of the best examples of Fibonacci in nature resides within the sunflower. This plant has
several Fibonacci properties within it. Looking closely at the arrangement

of seeds in a sunflower,

it can

be seen that the seeds are arranged in spirals originating from the center. These spirals run clockwise

Q u res

and counterclockwise
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starting from the center. If we count the number of seeds we get either 34 and

55, 55 and 89, or 89 and 144, respectively. These sets of numbers are not only in the Fibonacci
sequence, but they are also consecutive numbers in the sequence. In addition, seeds are placed
according to the golden angle. (Ayton 21)

The golden angle is "the angle that divides a full angle in a golden ratio (but measured in the
opposite direction so that it measures less than 180°)". (Weisstein online)

Golden Angle = 21[(1 _ 1/ q)

= 21[/(1 + cjJ) = 21[(2 With sunflowers,

cjJ)

= ~: = 1[(3 - Fs) = 137.5070

it is possible to construct the proper arrangement

of seeds using the golden

angle. The first seed is placed at 0°, and the next seeds is placed at 137.5°. Each additional seed is
placed at increments of this angle. Eventually, the pattern created will be the pattern of seeds in a
sunflower.

Figure 14

Fibonacci phyllotaxis is how plant leaves are arranged around a stem. These leaves grow in a
spiral up the stem. If we choose a leaf and begin counting the leaves going up or down on the stem, the

Qureshi
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number of leaves it takes to reach a leaf directly above or below the original is a Fibonacci number. The
number of turns it took to reach that leaf is also a Fibonacci number, whether we move clockwise or
counterclockwise.

These three numbers end up being consecutive terms in the sequence. In addition,

the leaves growing on the stem are arranged according to the golden angle, 137.5°. (Ayton 21)

While nature is a very interesting application
in many other subject areas. One such application
When chemotherapy

of the Fibonacci sequence, the sequence is found

is related to chemotherapy

and oncology research.

first became a widely used medical procedure after World War II, the dosage for

patients was a major area of concern. When dealing with drug dosages, a patient is given a certain
amount as the initial dose. Subsequent doses contain a greater amount of the drug, as the patient builds
a tolerance to the drug. Around this time, doctors typically increased the dosage of the drug by 50% to
100%. The issue with increasing the drug by this amount was the risk of moving from a nontoxic to a
toxic dose. So the issue doctors faced was to determine a method of increasing the dose so that it was
not harmful to patients. The solution to this problem incorporated
Schneiderman

mentioned

Fibonacci numbers. Marvin

three decisions to be made when using the Fibonacci numbers. These three

decisions consisted of the initial dose (d), the maximum possible dose (d'), and the number of steps
allowed to move from dose d to dose d'. Schneiderman then took a Fibonacci sequence of length N-1,
inverted the order, and spaced the doses in proportion

to the N number of intervals in the series. By

using the Fibonacci sequence, doctors are able to take smaller and smaller steps when moving from the
initial dose to the maximum dose. (Omura online)

To conclude, the Fibonacci sequence is a very versatile sequence of numbers. Any number in the
sequence is found by taking the sum of the two numbers preceding it. The Fibonacci sequence also has
various identities which stem from it, all of which can be found using the Bilinear Index Reduction
Formula. In addition, it is possible to find a certain number in the sequence without

having to know the

Q u res
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two numbers preceding it by using Binet's Formula. This formula uses the irrational number phi in order

to find the

nth

number in the sequence. Phi (¢) is equal to 1+..f5, or about 1.618. It is the ratio of any
2

two consecutive numbers in the Fibonacci sequence. In fact, it has been used to create a mask which
uses proportions

related to phi to create a face that is most aesthetically

pleasing to the human eye. Phi

(known as the golden ratio) is related to the golden rectangle. This rectangle has the property that the
ratio of its length and width is equal to phi. This rectangle is found in many forms of art and architecture.
These forms range from the Parthenon in Greece and the Taj Mahal in India to the artwork of Leonardo
Da Vinci. We can construct a golden rectangle, and from it, construct a logarithmic

spiral known as the

golden spiral. Logarithmic spirals are found in many places in nature, including the nautilus she". Finally,
Fibonacci numbers are frequently

found in nature in various forms, such as the arrangement

of leaves

on a plant and seeds in sunflower.

Fibonacci numbers are found so often in nature that it becomes

difficult to believe that this is just a coincidence. Overall, the Fibonacci sequence is a fascinating
sequence of numbers which has many different

applications

in mathematics

and the natural world.
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MATH 499H Take Home Final Exam
Honors Capstone Project Goals:
1.

To allow a student to develop individual initiative separate and independent

2.

To require the student to learn how to carry out and see to completion
research, project, or artistic experience

3.

To give the student an opportunity

4.

To give a student control over a project, or thesis of importance

from class work

a thesis, dissertation,

to explore or study a topic in depth

The goals listed above had had the most impact on me and my research. The best part about
doing the capstone project was being able to choose my own topic. I knew that I wanted to some form
of mathematics

that was not typically covered in a class. I already had an interest in the Fibonacci

sequence, and this capstone project was the perfect way to explore the topic more.

In the beginning, I didn't know how I wanted to approach the topic. Alii knew was that I
wanted to learn more about the sequence. One ofthe

things I liked best about the capstone project was

that I could choose whether or not to pursue a certain topic. At first, we thought I could just research
more about the identities of Fibonacci. I soon realized that this would take too much time and effort
than I could put into it, so we changed to focus of the project. Every time I was unsure if I wanted to go
into a topic, I just had to talk to my advisor and we were always able to work something out.

Even though we made changes to the project as we went along, I was genuinely interested in
enthusiastic

about it. The more I researched Fibonacci, the more I became amazed with it. I started

talking about it to other people (most of whom were not math people), and was told several times that
I'm a nerd. I just wanted other people to be as amazed with this concept as I was (I've already accepted
that I'm a nerd). The Undergraduate

Research Day was the perfect chance for me to showcase all that I

learned. I put in a lot of time and effort making sure that my poster and overall presentation

were as

perfect as possible. At the event, I spent more time than I was allotted talking to people about my
poster. I just really enjoyed talking to people and telling them about my research. The best part about it
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was when I went into how the Fibonacci sequence is found in sunflowers. Once I told people about it,
their jaws would actually drop. I really hope that at least some of them went home and googled
Fibonacci.

It took a lot of effort to make this project the way that I wanted it to be. It was a great
experience to be able to go through the entire process of independent

research. Personally, I think every

student should be required to do research. It allows for students to get familiar with the process of a
major research project. Also, the Undergraduate

Research Day is a great way for students to improve

their speaking skills. It is one thing to give a speech (even a well prepared one), but talking about
independent

research is completely

different.
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Applications:
Oncology Research and Chemotherapy
When chemotherapy

first became a widely used medical procedure after World War II, the

dosage for patients was a major area of concern. When dealing with drug dosages, a patient is given a
certain amount as the initial dose. Subsequent doses contain a greater amount of the drug, as the
patient builds a tolerance to the drug. Around this time, doctors typically increased the dosage of the
drug by 50% to 100%. The issue with increasing the drug by this amount was the risk of moving from a
nontoxic to a toxic dose. So the issue doctors faced was to determine

a method of increasing the dose

so that it was not harmful to patients. The solution to this problem incorporated
Marvin Schneiderman

mentioned

Fibonacci numbers.

three decisions to be made when using the Fibonacci numbers. These

three decisions consisted of the initial dose (d), the maximum possible dose (d'), and the number of
steps allowed to move from dose d to dose d'. Schneiderman then took a Fibonacci sequence of length
N-1, inverted the order, and spaced the doses in proportion

to the N number of intervals in the series.

By using the Fibonacci sequence, doctors are able to take smaller and smaller steps when moving from
the initial dose to the maximum dose. (Omura online)

Financial Forecasting
A subset of this is known as Fibonacci retracements,

which is actually a popular tool used by

traders. This tool uses certain Fibonacci ratios of 23.6%, 38.2%, 50%, 61.8%, and 100%. These
percentages are found by performing

certain calculations on the Fibonacci numbers. For example, 38.2%

is found by dividing one number by the number that is two places to the right.

Fibonacci retracement

is found by using a stock chart. Analysts take the two extreme points on

the chart and divide the vertical distance by these Fibonacci ratios. Then horizontal lines are drawn and
analysts use these to estimate support and resistance levels. These numbers can be used to find the
critical points that can cause an asset's price to reverse. Once an asset's price does reverse, it will most
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by Fibonacci ratios. (Investopedia

online)

Landscape Design
The Fibonacci sequence and the golden ratio are often found in landscaping. This makes sense,
since the golden ratio is the most aesthetically

pleasing. A great example of this is at Purdue University.

McGinley Plaza at Discovery Park was designed to fit Fibonacci proportions.

The shape ofthe

whole is laid out in the form of a golden spiral. In addition, there is a fountain

park as a

in this park which also fits

the Fibonacci sequence. The dimensions of the water cascade at the base, the armature supporting the
glass, and the glass itself are all constructed

so that they fit the Fibonacci numbers. (McGinley online)

Modern garden designers recommend that the depth of any border should be at least two thirds
of the height of the structure behind it. For example, a border in front of a 6 foot structure should be at
least 4 feet deep. The ratio of these two numbers is 6:4, or 3:2, which resides in the Fibonacci sequence.
(Erler 35)

Advertising
The golden rectangle is often used is design because it is the most aesthetically

pleasing.

Oftentimes,

the golden ratio and golden rectangle are used in web design. This can often be a form of

advertising.

Retailers want consumers to buy their products, so when they advertise on the internet;

they often use the golden rectangle and ratio. By using these in their designs, advertisers create web
designs that are more visually appealing, and therefore

more effective.

When designing web pages based on the golden rectangle, it's important
page be within the proper proportions.

that everything on the

For example, if we have a page width of 760 pixels, we can

divide that width by phi, in order to get the width of the main column on the page. We can then subtract
that number from the entire width in order to get the second column width (more subtractions

will give
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of the golden ratio}. In addition to web designs,

this ratio is also used in flyers, posters, brochures, etc. In fact, Apple's iPod conforms to the dimensions
of the golden ratio. {Fibonacci online}

Marketing
Fibonacci is used in marketing primarily by Forex traders. These traders use these numbers
because of the oscillations which they observe in Forex charts. These oscillations are known to follow
Fibonacci ratios when they indicate resistance {the limit of the graph} and aid {the valleys of the graph}
models. Additionally,
moving direction.

Fibonacci technical analysis is a leading method to analyze and predict market

By learning the right Fibonacci market schemes and proficiencies, we can essentially

predict the most probable market turning points before the price actually gets there.

In order to use this, we first measure the size of the drop or rise over the particular time of
interest. Once that value is calculated, we multiply by 0.618, or the golden ratio. Adding the calculated
value to the original time of interest allows us to estimate the next change. {Navya online}

Fitness Training
Fibonacci in fitness training is a relatively new concept. The whole idea revolves around the
repetitions

of exercises and the length of the workout

routines. For example, my workout

may consist of

repetitions

of push-ups, crunches, and lunges. In order to fit the sequence, I would perform each routine

for an amount of minutes within the Fibonacci sequence. For this example I could do push-ups for 5
minutes, crunches for 8 minutes, and lunges for 8 minutes. The specific numbers of each routine would
depend on the routine itself, as well as the fitness ability of the person exercising. In addition, if a person
was performing

one routine, and they went over the amount of minutes they were supposed to exercise

for, they would need to keep going until they hit the next Fibonacci number. {Fibonacci Numbers online}
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The Fibonacci numbers appear all over various art pieces, especially in the work of Oa Vinci. Oa
Vinci believed that the golden ratio and the golden rectangle were divine proportions.
incorporated

the ratio into many of his art pieces. The Mona Lisa has many different

each one fit the proportions

As such, he
rectangles, and

of a golden rectangle. Da Vinci also included golden rectangles in "The

Vitruvian Man", and many others.

Using the golden ratio, people have come up with a mask for the "perfect face". The mask has
one form for males and one for females, and can be used to determine whether or not one's face fits
within the proportions

of the golden ratio. Every piece of the mask is in perfect proportion

to the golden

ratio. For example, the length from the tip of the nose to the chin compared to the lips to the chin form
the golden ratio. The masks incorporate

this proportion

and more to determine the mathematical

model

of the face perfectly fit with the golden ratio.

Fibonacci is found is many of the constructions

of musical instruments.

A piano from middle C to

the next C above has a span of 13 keys. Of this, 8 of these keys are white keys and 5 are black keys. The
black keys are always split into groups of 3 and 2. In addition to the piano, Fibonacci numbers and the
golden ratio are found in the construction

of violins. The dimensions of a violin are constructed

so that

they fit the golden ratio.

In music composition,

the climax of songs is often found at the "phi point" (or 61.8%) of the

song. There are also 13 notes in the span of any note through the octave. A scale is also made up of 8
notes. Of these 8 notes, the 3rd and

s" notes

form the basic foundation

of all chords. These are also
st

based on the whole tone, which is two steps from the root tone, which is the 1 note of the scale. (Phi
Guy online).
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Architecture
The golden rectangle is often incorporated

into art and architecture,

the Parthenon in Greece. The entire structure, when incorporating

such as Da Vinci's Mona Lisa and
the damaged roof, is enclosed in a

golden rectangle. In addition, there are several smaller golden rectangles within the structure (Obara
online).

The golden rectangle has also been used in sculptures such as the Porch of Maidens in Greece. The
rectangles appear around the statues, as well as in the space between each statue. (ilGreek" online).

While the Greeks used the golden rectangle often, they were not the only culture to do so. Looking at
the Taj Mahal, we can see golden rectangle incorporated

in the structure of the building as well.

Cultures all around the world have used this ratio and rectangle for centuries. In fact, even modern day
credit cards fit within the proportions

of the golden rectangle.

Golden Ruler:
The golden ruler can be used to see if any object fits the proportions

of the golden ratio. A

person could use it on everyday objects, like pop cans, cell phones, etc. A person just has to hold a
transparency

of the golden ruler up against the object. It may not be completely accurate, but it will give

the person a good idea of whether or not the items fit the proportions.
candles, make-up containers, etc.

Other items could be keys,
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